
Q.1 Is kite an aircraft?

Q.6 Name two secondary controls.

Q.10 The tyres of airplanes are filled with _______.

SECTION-A

Q.4 What is safe fail?

Q.3 Semi monocoque has ______ and ______

Q.2 The skin under the wings bears ______ load.

Q.5 Spars are one piece/multipiece structure.

Q.7 Fuel is stored in one/multiple tanks.

Q.8 The windows are made oval in order to ______.

Q.9 The purpose of tail rotor in helicopter is ______.

Note: Objective type questions. All questions are 
compulsory  (10x1=10)
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Q.36 How the minor repair is done? Describe rigging 
and symmetry check.

Q.33 Describe the fuselage constructions in detail 
with the utility of every structural component.

Q.34 A) What are the different types of inspections 
performed on aircraft?

 B) Describe secondary and auxiliary control 
system.

Q.35 Describe the use of fabric. plywood, composites 
and different metal in aircraft construction.

SECTION-D 

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 
questions out of four questions. 3x10=30
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Q.27 What do you mean by balancing of control 
surfaces?

Q.28 Differentiate between monocoque and semi- 
monocoque structure.

Q.29 Show the working of oleo-strut.

Q.30 What are the different locations of fuel tanks?

Q.31 How the rib is constructed?‘

Q.32 Name the components of mechanical FLIGHT 
CONTROL SYSTEM.

Q.26 Explain the brake system of aircraft wheel.

Q.22 How the symmetry check is done?

Q.24 How the fuel tanks are sealed?

Q.23 Show the structural layout of an airplane.

 SECTION-C 

Q.25 Show different parts of a wing with the help of a 
sketch.

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any eight 
questions out of ten questions.               8x5=40
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Q.13 State the main characteristic of aircraft 
material?

Q.14 Why the doors and windows of airplanes are air 
tight?

Q.15 What do you mean by STOL? Give an example.

Q.17 How many sections is the rib made of 
generally?

Q.21  What is a periodical inspection?

Q.20 Show the various loads on an airplane after 
takeoff.

Q.12 What are the loads on airplane in flying 
conditions?

Q.16 What do you mean by safe fail?

Q.19 List all the primary controls of aircraft.

Q.18 What is the function of an elevon? Where it is 
fitted?

SECTION-B 

Q.11 What is a kite?

Note: Very short answer type questions. Attempt any 
ten questions out of twelve questions.  10x2=20
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